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I mentioned this to Ken Clarke recently & he suggested we send him request for the things wanted.
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Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 11-07-2013 pursuant to E.O. 13526
Capt. Safford (from memory and hence liable to error, but he will try to find original Navy intercept):

 Intercepted on West Coast by Navy 2 or 3 Dec, and logged out to Army 2 Dec. It is possible that the copy was garbled which could explain failure of early translation. He will call again this M in tomorrow a.m. MC.
MEMORANDUM for General Carter W. Clarke, Deputy Chief, MIS.

Subject: Message 27065.

1. Recently a thorough search was made in our files for the original intercept and work sheet of a message connected with the Pearl Harbor affair. It is possible that circumstances to develop later may make it desirable that we locate this particular intercept and work sheet. There is a possibility that it is in the files of OP-20-G at NCA, and it is suggested that a request be made for a search for the missing papers.

2. A copy of the translated message is attached hereto from which the necessary data for making the search can be obtained.

For the Chief Signal Officer:

W. Preston Corderman,
Colonel, Signal Corps,
Chief, Signal Security Branch.

1 Inclosure:
Incl. 1: Copy of Message 27065.